
 Product Catalog
Professional bottling 

Affordable price



iTap PRO

iTap2 PRO

Manual bottling device for
microbreweries
 bottling speed 60L (15 gallons) per hour,
it’s 180 bottles (11 oz)
 fits any glass bottles
 counter pressure method
 beer stays fresh and carbonated for 3-12
months
 protection from bottles explosion
 simple, durable design that doesn't
break
 1-year warranty
 every device has a serial number and a
passport

all the advantages of iTap PRO
you can attach 2 beer lines to  the same
tap to save space and money
beer flows don't mix
no drainage losses between switching the
lines



 
 

Bottling system for homebreweries,
microbreweries, beer shops and more
easy to install, use and
maintain; 
takes up little space;
fast-fill and min drainage (less
than 1%);
bottling speed 60 bottles/hour;
beer stays fresh and
carbonated for 3-12 months;
fits various glass and PET
bottles
you can fill glasses from the
same tap
5 year warranty

all the advantages of iTap 
you can attach 2 beer lines to 
 the same tap to save space
and money
beer flows don't mix
no drainage losses between
switching the lines

iTap

iTap2



Choose an iTap for your brewery

iTap PET iTap2 PET

iTap PET for
designer handles

iTap2 PET for 
designer handles

iTap Crown

iTap PET & Crown



iTap clamp locks for various bottles

Clamp lock for
longneck crown cap

bottles

Clamp lock for 
swing top bottles

Clamp lock for
 PET bottles

Clamp lock for
 shortneck crown 

cap bottles

Clamp lock for 
champagne bottles



G-Connector
Fill glasses from the same tap

G-Connector Long

Fill growlers 
and jars from 
the same tap



iTap Accessories

Repair Set

A set of spare  gaskets 
and stocks

Handle Adaptor
Replace the regular
iTap or iTap PRO
handle with this
adaptor to attach a
designer handle to your
tap.

iTap Installation Set
Beer line (hose), 10
metres / 11 yards. 
Clamping collar, 6 pcs



iTap Accessories

iTap and iTap2
Double Towers

For 2 iTap/ iTap2
dispensers
Holes to hide all
the tubes and
hoses
Fits 2 taps
Professional look

   30 by 15 cm
Easy to remove the cover
 Shock-resistant materials
Trays attach to each other
Smooth corners for easy

cleaning

Drip Tray



Contact

Website: www.allforbeer.lv
Email: info@i-eco.lv
FB: I-ECO Dispensing systems
Phone: +371 28353931


